HDRL Specimen Submission Guidelines - Summary of Changes

Changes included in the revision are:

- Combined Appendices A7 and A8 to Appendix A7 Sentosa® SQ HIV-1 Genotyping Assay
- Retired Appendix A7 HIV-1 Resistance Genotype Test specification.
- Retired Appendix A8 HIV-1 Integrase Genotype Test Specification.
- Appendix A13 HIV-1 DNA PCR, HIV-2 DNA PCR Test Specification replaced by Appendix A8, HIV-1 TNA PCR, HIV-2 TNA PCR Test Specification.
- Replaced Appendix B4 -Molecular Viral Load (Quantitative)/Drug Resistance Test Request Form with Drug Resistance Test Request Form to include Sentosa® SQ HIV-1 Genotyping/Integrase Assay requirement.
- Combined Appendices B4 and B5 to Appendix B3 Molecular Aptima HIV-1 and HCV Qualitative/Quantitative DX Test Request Form
- Changed Test Request Forms to fillable format